ELEGANTLY INTEGRATE IPAD® ONTO ANY SURFACE

IPORT Surface Mount is the most elegant way to mount iPad on a wall or solid surface while maintaining complete access to the iPad power button, microphones and speakers. Available in black, silver or white finishes, Surface Mount ensures iPad blends into your space while keep it charged and protected.

Refined Aesthetics
Precision machined aluminum components for refined and minimalist aesthetic.

Install On Solid Surface
Install iPad on drywall or any solid surface.

Secure Mount
Lock iPad to wall using included security features.

Power Via PoE
Option to power via standard PoE (sold separately).

Option To Hard-Wire
Option to Hardwire iPad to network using Apple or 3rd party networking adapters.

TAKE YOUR BUSINESS TO THE NEXT LEVEL WITH IPORT AT WORK

Business is driven by Apps. iPad Deployments have become a necessity. The optimal solution for iPad deployments in business is the combination of the iPad applications and the method to hold, charge, and protect the devices. IPORT products complete iPad, ensuring it is always charged, protected, and accessible—whenever the need may arise.

Conference Room Signage
IPads are quickly becoming a staple in corporate offices. IPORT’s Power & Security is the perfect combination of the iPad, application, and the method to hold, charge, and protect the device. IPORT products complete iPad, ensuring it is always charged, protected, and accessible—whenever the need may arise.

THE SYSTEM

Mount + Splitter (Optional) + Injector (Optional)

Surface Mount Bezel

Accessible power button
Utilize iPad Microphone
Security lock

High-grade precision machined aluminum
Audio wave guides

IPORT SURFACE MOUNT AT HOME

IPORT Surface Mount creates a dedicated home for your iPad so you always know where it is, keeping it always charged and protected. With its minimalist design and premium finishes, IPORT Surface Mount will blend in with the design of your space.